ROGERS STUBBY DOG WEARS A CROWN IN THE FOREST
ROGERS CAMP Turn-by-Turn Directions
This course is a loop, starting and finishing at the Rogers Camp parking lot. You will use four trails; Nels Rogers,
Wilson Wagon Rd, University Falls, and Gravelle Brothers. These trails cross several roads. Most crossings and trail
junctions are signed, but not all.
This is a popular location for ATVs and motorcycles, so look and listen closely before crossing roads. They have their
own trails but you may see and hear them. There is also a rock pit where target shooters go so you may hear
gunshots. You won’t be close enough to see them and you are far enough away that you aren’t a target but it can be
unnerving if you don’t know what is going on.
It’s most helpful to look at the interactive map on the race website while reviewing these directions. Keep in mind
that your watch may show different distances from what we describe below. These should be close, but don’t fret if
yours doesn’t match exactly. GPS signals are not perfect. Print and bring these with you if you are unsure of the
route. There is no internet on the course.

•
•

Start line is the trailhead information signboard in the Rogers Camp parking lot
Head out on the Nels Roger trail. The trail is between the sign board and the pit toilet
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•

After you run down through a logged area, you’ll cross the Beaver Dam road (about 1 mile into the
run) to continue on the Nels Rogers trail
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•

About 1.2 miles in, you pop out onto the University Falls Road to make a U turn back onto the trail,
going around the river.
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•

At 2 miles you’ll cross a road, and a tenth of a mile later, you cross another under the powerlines.
You are now on the Wilson Wagon Rd trail.
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•
•

At 2.7 miles you’ll come to a Y. It doesn’t matter which you take as it rejoins almost immediately.
About 3.3 miles you’ll come out onto the Saddle Mountain Rd. Go right on the road for one-tenth
of a mile and turn left back onto the trail. This is the only time, until you get to the very end, that
you’ll run on a road instead of a trail.
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•

At about 5 miles you’ll transition to the University Falls trail

•

At 5.25 you’ll come to a junction of the University Falls trail and the Gravelle Brothers trail. The
course continues onto the Gravelle Brothers trail. However, there is a short side-trip here to the
left to go see University Falls. This side trip is not part of the course so if you do it, it’ll add onto
your mileage and time.
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•

Continue on Gravelle Bros trail, passing turnoffs to the Storey Burn trail.

•

The trail will transition to a double-track and end at the gravel pit you passed when driving to
Rogers Camp trailhead. Follow the trail to right, skirting the gravel pit and come out onto the road
you drove in on. Turn right up the road and then make the left to the Rogers Camp trailhead
parking lot. Touch the signboard where you started and stop your watch. You’re done – good job!
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